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Summary
This Supplement to Recommendation ITU-T X.1205 provides a framework for negotiating
agreement on security information sharing between cybersecurity entities such as information
requester and information provider. This Supplement defines functional capabilities and a reference
model for security information sharing negotiation, conceptual data modelling of security
information sharing agreement (SSA), security information sharing policy (SSP) and the SSA
negotiation process.
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these topics.
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Supplement 20 to ITU-T X-series Recommendations
ITU-T X.1205 – Supplement on framework of security information
sharing negotiation
1

Scope

This Supplement provides a framework for security information sharing negotiation to develop
cybersecurity information exchange contracts between entities. The scope of the negotiation
framework includes the functional capabilities and reference model for security information sharing
negotiation, conceptual data modelling of a security information sharing agreement (SSA), security
information sharing policy (SSP) and a SSA negotiation process.
2

References

None.
3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Supplement uses the following term defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 cybersecurity [b-ITU-T X.1205]: Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security
concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best
practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and
organization and user's assets. Organization and user's assets include connected computing devices,
personnel, infrastructure, applications, services, telecommunications systems, and the totality of
transmitted and/or stored information in the cyber environment. Cybersecurity strives to ensure the
attainment and maintenance of the security properties of the organization and user's assets against
relevant security risks in the cyber environment. The general security objectives comprise
Availability, Integrity (which may include authenticity and non-repudiation) and Confidentiality.
3.2

Terms defined in this Supplement

This Supplement defines the following terms:
3.2.1 security information sharing agreement (SSA): A service contract on security
information sharing between entities. SSA is translated into a security information sharing policy
(SSP) to be applied to the corresponding cybersecurity entities.
3.2.2 security information sharing policy (SSP): A policy for cybersecurity entities to observe
when sharing security information with each other. The SSP is made based on an SSA.
3.2.3 SSA negotiation: Interaction for entities to negotiate SSA before starting cybersecurity
information sharing.
4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Supplement uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
CYBEX

Cybersecurity Information Exchange

EMS

Enterprise Management System

IDMEF

Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format

IODEF

Incident Object Description and Exchange Format
X series – Supplement 20 (04/2013)
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SSA

Security information Sharing Agreement

SSP

Security information Sharing Policy

TMS

Threat Management System

5

Conventions

None.
6

Introduction

6.1

Concept of security information sharing negotiation

[b-ITU-T X.1500] defines a cybersecurity information exchange (CYBEX) model and techniques
that can be used to facilitate the exchange of cybersecurity information between entities. An entity
in the context of this Supplement is an information requester or information provider. Entities may
be an independent organization or person, and as such, they have individual requirements on
cybersecurity information sharing.
Negotiation
Independent domain-A

Independent domain-B

Agreement

Sharing requirement - A

Sharing requirement - B

Cybersecurity
entity

Cybersecurity
entity

Cybersecurity
information

User

User

Sharing
Negotiation

Cybersecurity
information
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Figure 6-1 – Basic concept of security information sharing negotiation
Examples of requirements and restrictions on cybersecurity information sharing include:
•
when to start and stop cybersecurity information sharing;
•
what cybersecurity information to share (e.g., DoS detection log, botnet alert, black list,
computer security incident, network traffic);
•
what sharing level is appropriate (e.g., raw data sharing or statistical data sharing);
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•
•
•
•
•

appropriate protection requirements for information at different sensitivity levels (storage
and transfer);
appropriate protection requirements for regulated data;
who the data may be shared with or disseminated to;
liabilities in the event of a security incident or mishandling of information; and
minimum requirements on technical standards for the secure exchange of data using
CYBEX techniques, etc.

Therefore entities that participate in cybersecurity information sharing need to negotiate an
agreement with each other before they begin exchanging cybersecurity information.
This Supplement describes a framework for security information sharing negotiation of a
cybersecurity information exchange contract between entities. The negotiation framework focuses
on functional capabilities and a reference model for security information sharing negotiation,
conceptual data modelling of security information sharing agreement (SSA), security information
sharing policy (SSP) and the SSA negotiation process.
6.2

Relationship with other CYBEX Recommendations

A cybersecurity information sharing procedure basically involves three entities: an information
requester (referred to as 'retriever' in [b-ITU-T X.1570]), an information provider (referred to as
'source' in [b-ITU-T X.1570]) and a directory. An information requester requests information and
the information provider provides the requested information to the information requester. The
directory registers the metadata of the information provider's information and helps the information
requester find a proper information provider. If the information requester and information provider
have an existing relationship, the directory may only be used to validate information about the other
entity.
The typical process for cybersecurity information sharing consists of three phases: Discovery
(information provider discovery), Negotiation (information sharing negotiation), and Exchange
(information exchange). The first phase is Discovery, where the information requester finds the list
of information providers that can provide the desired information. The second phase is Negotiation,
where the information requester negotiates the service level for information sharing with the
information provider selected through the Discovery phase. Finally the information provider
provides the information requester with information according to the service contract developed in
the Negotiation phase. Next follows the Exchange phase.
Information
requester

Directory

Information
provider

Discovery phase
of information provider

Negotiation phase
on information sharing

Exchange phase
of information
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Figure 6-2 – Three phases of cybersecurity information sharing
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The Discovery phase and Exchange phase are handled by [b-ITU-T X.1570] and [b-ITU-T X.1500],
respectively. This Supplement focuses on the Negotiation phase.
7

Functional capabilities for security information sharing negotiation

The functional capability for security information sharing negotiation between entities is divided
into three categories: negotiation capabilities, agreement capabilities and security capabilities. The
capabilities below are essential unless indicated as optional.
7.1

Negotiation capabilities

In this clause, the capabilities for security information sharing negotiation are elaborated from the
negotiation aspect.
1)
Primary negotiation capability: The requirement for negotiating and establishing an
agreement on security information sharing dynamically is as follows:
a) Information requester may be able to specify and request new service for security
information sharing with its information provider.
b) Information provider may be able to communicate its acceptance or rejection of a
requested service with the information requester.
c) Information requester may be able to accept or reject a security information sharing
service proposed by the information provider.
d) Information requester and information provider may be able to modify the accepted
service and re-negotiate with the corresponding entity. (optional)
2)
Agreement enforcement capability: The information provider may be able to provide the
information requester with a security information sharing service according to the
agreement negotiated between the information requester and the information provider.
3)
Agreement monitoring capability: The information requester and the information
provider may be able to monitor the agreement negotiated between them to confirm if the
information sharing service is fulfilled according to the agreement.
7.2

Agreement capabilities

In this clause, the capabilities for security information sharing negotiation are elaborated from the
agreement aspect.
1)
Extendibility: The protocol format for agreement on security information sharing may
have extensibility to meet the various kinds of requirements on security information sharing
service for each entity.
2)
Concreteness: Agreement on security information sharing may contain concrete
information about the security information sharing contract, such as when to start and stop
information sharing, with whom to exchange information, what information to share, what
service level to provide, how to share, etc.
3)
Translatability: Agreement on security information sharing may be easily translated into
policy to be enforced by entities which share cybersecurity information.
7.3

Security capabilities

Agreement on security information sharing may be handled and managed carefully as it is very
sensitive information defining a contract between an information requester and an information
provider. Security capabilities for secure negotiation between an information requester and an
information provider are as follows:

4
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1)
2)
3)

4)

8

Confidentiality: It provides confidentiality of the agreement for security information
sharing exchanged between an information requester and an information provider.
Integrity: It provides integrity of the agreement on security information sharing exchanged
between an information requester and an information provider.
Mutual authentication: It provides mutual authentication between an information
requester and an information provider before performing the negotiation for an agreement
on security information sharing.
Non-repudiation: It provides non-repudiation when each entity authorizes the agreement
on security information sharing negotiated between an information requester and an
information provider.
Reference model of security information negotiation

Figure 8-1 shows the reference model for security information sharing negotiation. An entity takes
charge of the exchange of cybersecurity information between entities. An entity includes the
negotiation application, which performs the security information sharing negotiation.
The negotiation application establishes SSA for the entity of a domain through negotiation with
other entities. The negotiation application manages the SSP on security information sharing to fulfil
the SSA effectively, and monitors the state of security information sharing to confirm if information
sharing is performed properly according to the SSP.
The SSA is a service contract for security information sharing between entities. The SSA includes
information such as identifier, contact information, when to share, what to share, how to share, etc.
The SSA is translated into an SSP to be applied to the corresponding entities.
SSP is a policy for entities to observe when they share security information. An entity acting as an
information provider uses SSP to refine raw information to transmit to an entity acting as an
information requester. On the other hand, an entity acting as an information requester uses SSP to
confirm if the security information sharing service is provided according to the SSA established
through negotiation with the peer entity.
The framework of security information sharing negotiation consists of three kinds of components
specified as follows:
•
SSA negotiation point: It provides negotiation of the SSA between entities that participate
in cybersecurity information sharing. If the SSA negotiation is successful, the negotiation is
passed from the SSA negotiation point to SSA management point.
•
SSA management point: It manages the SSA negotiation with the peer entity by
translating the SSA into the SSP, with enforcement occurring at the SSP enforcement point.
The SSA management point checks the quality of service (QoS) of the SSA through
monitoring of the current information sharing service.
•
SSP enforcement point: It processes cybersecurity information based on the SSP, which is
enforced by the SSA management point. It receives raw cybersecurity information and
returns refined cybersecurity information to be used for information sharing.

X series – Supplement 20 (04/2013)
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Figure 8-1 – Reference model of security information sharing negotiation
The framework of security information sharing negotiation defines two kinds of interactions
between negotiating entities as follows:
•
SSA negotiation: an interaction for negotiation entities to negotiate SSA before they start
cybersecurity information sharing.
•
SSA monitoring: an interaction for negotiation entities to monitor the fulfilment state of
the SSA.
9

Life cycle and data model of SSA

9.1

Life cycle of SSA

SSA is a service contract on security information sharing between the entities exchanging
information. The SSA has a life cycle consisting of five steps: template development, negotiation,
implementation, execution and assessment.
–
Template development: SSA templates are developed.
–
Negotiation: SSA negotiation is started and the contract (i.e., SSA) is agreed upon.
–
Implementation: The environment for carrying out the contract is constructed.
–
Execution: the contract is performed, maintained and monitored.
–
Assessment: the SSA performance is evaluated.
Template
development

Negotiation

Implementation

Execution

Assessment
X suppl.20(13)_F9-1

Figure 9-1 – SSA life cycle
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In a normal case, each step of the SSA life cycle is performed in a linear sequence. For SSA
re-negotiation, there can be additional transitions from the implementation or the execution step
back to the negotiation step.
The relationship between the reference model for security information sharing agreement
negotiation and SSA life cycle is as follows:
–
SSA negotiation point: It performs the template development and the negotiation step.
–
SSA management point: It performs the implementation and the assessment step.
–
SSA enforcement point: It performs the execution step.
9.2

Structure of SSA

SSA consists of the following components. They are considered essential unless indicated as
optional.
1)
Identifier: It is used by information requesters and information providers to identify a
negotiating or negotiated SSA.
2)
Status: It indicates the status of the SSA. The status value can be 'proposal', 'approval', or
'annulment'. The 'proposal' means that it is the proposed SSA. The 'approval' means that it
is the accepted SSA, that all the negotiating entities have approved the SSA. Finally, the
'annulment' means that the SSA may no longer be used.
3)
Participant: It provides contact information about the negotiating entities. It includes
information such as affiliation, name, email, address, etc. The participant has two kinds of
information as follows:
– Requester: It indicates that the participant belongs to the information requester.
– Provider: It indicates that the participant belongs to the information provider.
4)
Information: It indicates the name, the type, and the format of the security information to be
exchanged between the entities.
– Information name: It indicates the name of the security information to be exchanged.
– Information type: It indicates the type of the security information to be exchanged.
Examples include black lists, cybersecurity incidents, attack detection logs, etc.
– Information format: It indicates the data format for exchanging the security
information. Examples include IDMEF, IODEF, syslog, etc.
5)
Policy (optional): It indicates the policy that information providers apply to security
information that is supposed to be exchanged. There are four kinds of policies as follows:
– Masking policy: It is used to hide the personal identifier included in the exchanged
security information. An example of such a policy is "a rule to hide all the public IP
addresses within the exchanging security information by using 8-bit masking".
– Filtering policy: It is used when the entities exchanging information want to share only
a subset of information. An example instance of a filtering policy is "a rule to provide
the information requester with only data where the IP address of the attacking system is
1.1.1.1 out of security log data".
– Summarization policy: It is used when the exchanging cybersecurity entities want to
share not primitive information, but statistical information. An example of such policy
is "a rule to provide the information requester with statistical information on the IP
addresses of the attacking system that rank in top 10 in the traffic volume".
– Handling policy: It is used to indicate how widely the exchanging information can be
circulated beyond the immediate information requester, and when it is expired. A
typical example of such a policy is traffic light protocol.
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6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

Method: It indicates the information delivery method between information requesters and
information providers. The method component has three kinds of information as follows:
– Delivery protocol: It indicates the delivery protocol for delivering security information
between the exchanging cybersecurity entities. Examples include SOAP, SNMP, FTP,
TCP, UDP, etc.
– Delivery security: It indicates security requirements to follow during the security
information delivery. An example of the delivery security is message encryption.
– Access: It indicates communication access information for the exchanging
cybersecurity entities. This information is used when information requesters connect
with information providers or the information provider verifies the information
requesters who ask for a connection. The examples of the access information include IP
address, port number, URI, etc.
Schedule: It indicates the start and the end time of the negotiated information sharing
service.
Date: It indicates the contract date of the SSA.
Other components (optional): It can be added if necessary.
Signature: It is the value of digital signature for the SSA. It is used for the SSA verification.

Service information sharing agreement (SSA)

Identifier
Status
Participant
Information
Policy
Method
Schedule
Date
Other components
Signature
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Figure 9-2 – Structure of SSA
10

Process of SSA negotiation

The negotiation of SSA is an iterative process, whereby it is done to establish new SSAs, and
modify and remove the established SSAs between information requesters and information
providers.
10.1

SSA negotiating messages

This clause defines seven types of messages that can be used for SSA negotiation between the
negotiating parties (cybersecurity entities). Those messages are as follows:
1)
SSA request: It is sent by information requesters to ask information providers for a new
SSA negotiation. This message includes the SSA which an information requester proposes.
8
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2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

10.2

SSA proposal: It is sent by information providers in response to the SSA request message.
This message includes the SSA that an information provider proposes.
SSA acceptance: It is sent by the information requester in positive response to the SSA
proposal message. This message includes the SSA which regards as valid responses to the
message sent from the information provider.
SSA rejection: It is sent by either information providers or information requesters in
negative response to the SSA request or SSA proposal message. This message includes the
SSA with which the negotiating parties reject the negotiation process.
SSA cancellation: It is initiated by either information requesters or information providers to
cancel an already established SSA. This message includes the SSA which the negotiating
parties wish to cancel.
SSA revision: It is initiated by either information requesters or information providers to
modify an already established SSA. This message includes the SSA which the negotiating
parties wish to modify.
SSA confirmation: It is sent by either information requesters or information providers in
confirmative response to the SSA acceptance or the SSA cancellation message. This
message includes the SSA with which the negotiating parties respond by calling for an
agreement.
SSA negotiating scenarios

In the SSA negotiating process, there are four kinds of scenarios: the successful negotiation of SSA,
the unsuccessful negotiation of SSA, the cancellation of the established SSA and the modification
of the established SSA.
10.2.1 The successful negotiation of SSA
The successful negotiation of SSA is initiated by an information requester.
Figure 10-1 depicts the exchange of SSA negotiation messages.
1)
An information requester makes a SSA which includes its own requirements on the issues
under negotiation and transmits it to the information provider using the SSA request
message.
2)
If the information provider receives the SSA request message from the information
requester, it decides whether it can support the SSA or not. If yes, the information provider
makes a SSA which describes its capability that satisfies the received SSA and sends it
back to the information requester using the SSA proposal message.
3)
If the information requester receives the SSA proposal message, it makes a final SSA by
considering the SSA proposed by the information provider and sends it back to the
information provider using the SSA acceptance message.
4)
If the information provider receives the SSA acceptance message, it makes a SSA
confirmation message that consists of the same contract terms as the received SSA and
transmits it to the information requester.
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Figure 10-1 – Scenario for the successful negotiation of SSA
10.2.2 The unsuccessful negotiation of SSA
The unsuccessful negotiation of SSA is initiated by either an information requester or an
information provider.
Figure 10-2 depicts the exchange of SSA negotiation messages by rejecting the SSA request.
1)
An information requester transmits a SSA to an information provider using a SSA request
message.
2)
If the information provider decides that it cannot support the received SSA, it sends back a
SSA rejection message that includes the identifier of the SSA to reject.

10
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Information provider: B
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Figure 10-2 – Scenario for the unsuccessful negotiation of SSA
by rejecting the SSA request
Figure 10-3 depicts the exchange of SSA negotiation messages by rejecting the SSA proposal.
1)
An information requester transmits a SSA to an information provider using a SSA request
message.
2)
The information provider makes a SSA that can satisfy the requirements of the information
requester and then sends it back the information requester using a SSA proposal message.
3)
If the information requester cannot accept the SSA that the information provider has sent, it
makes the SSA rejection message that includes the identifier of the SSA to reject and
transmits it to the information provider.
Information requester: A
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Status: request
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SSA request

A's signature
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Security information
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Figure 10-3 – Scenario for the unsuccessful negotiation of SSA
by rejecting the SSA proposal
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10.2.3 The cancellation of the established SSA
The cancellation of the established SSA can be initiated by either an information requester or an
information provider.
Figure 10-4 depicts the exchange of SSA negotiation messages.
1)
If one negotiating party wants to cancel an already established SSA, it makes the SSA
cancellation message that includes the identifier of the SSA to cancel and transmits it to the
other negotiating party.
2)
If the negotiating party receives the SSA cancellation message, it deletes the SSA with the
identifier that was specified in the received message and then sends back the SSA
confirmation message.
Information requester: A
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Information provider: B
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SSA cancellation

Status: annulment

Status: established

A's signature

Security information
A's signature

SSA
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Status: annulment
B's signature

B's signature

Figure 10-4 – Scenario for the cancellation of the established SSA
10.2.4 The modification of the established SSA
The modification of the established SSA can be initiated by either an information requester or an
information provider.
Figure 10-5 depicts the exchange of SSA negotiation messages.
1)
If one negotiating party wants to modify an already established SSA, it makes the SSA
revision message that includes the identifier of the SSA to modify and transmits it to the
other negotiating party.
2)
If the negotiating party receives the SSA revision message, it modifies the SSA with the
identifier that was specified in the received message and then sends back the SSA
confirmation message.
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Figure 10-5 – Scenario for the modification of the established SSA
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Appendix I
The example of security information sharing negotiation
I.1

Negotiation between the security management server and security agent

An example of security information sharing negotiation between cybersecurity entities is a
negotiation between the security management server and security agent.
The security management server corresponds to the information requester. Its purpose is to globally
monitor and control the network security situation by analysing cybersecurity information collected
from security agents of other domains. The security agent corresponds to the information provider.
Examples include the threat management system (TMS) and enterprise management system (EMS).
It takes charge of detecting and managing cybersecurity attacks that occur within its domain.
Figure I.1 describes a scenario for security information sharing negotiation between the security
management system and security agent. This scenario does not include the Discovery phase where
the management system finds the security agent that can provide the information it wants.
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1
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negotiation
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detection
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Figure I.1 – Negotiation between the security management server and security agent
The security information sharing negotiation between the security management system and security
agent is as follows:
①

SSA Negotiation Point-A defines SSA-A as requirements for security information sharing.
SSA Negotiation Point-B defines SSA-B as requirements for security information sharing.

②

SSA Negotiation Point-A sends a SSA request message with its own SSA (i.e., SSA-A) to
the SSA Negotiation Point-B to initiate SSA negotiation.
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③

If SSA Negotiation Point-B receives SSA-A from SSA Negotiation Point-A, it finds out
and sends back a new SSA (i.e., SSA-X) that meets all the requirements of both SSA-A and
SSA-B.

④

If SSA Negotiation Point-A accepts the SSA-X sent by SSA Negotiation Point-B, it replies
with a SSA confirmation message.

⑤

SSA Negotiation Point-A gives the SSA-X to SSP Management Point-A. SSA Negotiation
Point-B gives SSA-X to SSP Management Point-B.

⑥

SSP Management Point-A translates the SSA (i.e., SSA-X) into SSP (i.e., SSP-X) and
provides SSP Enforcement Point-A with it. SSP Management Point-B translates the SSA
(i.e., SSA-X) into SSP (i.e., SSP-X) and provides SSP Enforcement Point-B with it.

⑦

Cybersecurity agent (e.g., TMS, EMS) provides SSP Enforcement Point-B with
cybersecurity information (e.g., cyber-attack detection information) whenever it detects a
cyber attack.

⑧

SSP Enforcement Point-B processes the cybersecurity information received from the
cybersecurity agent according to the SSP-X to generate information to provide to
Cybersecurity Entity-A.

⑨

The information (e.g., cyber-attack detection information) generated by SSP Enforcement
Point-B is delivered to Cybersecurity Entity-A using a cybersecurity information exchange
protocol such as IDMEF or IODEF.

⑩

The information received from Cybersecurity Entity-B is forwarded to SSP Enforcement
Point-A.

⑪

SSP Enforcement Point-A forwards the received information received to the security
management server.

⑫

SSA Management Point-A requests information on the fulfilment state of SSA-X from SSA
Management Point-B.

⑬

SSA Management Point-B replies to SSA Management Point-A.

⑭

SSA Management Point-A provides the security management server with information on
the fulfilment state of SSA-X from SSA Management Point-B.
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